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Let S, denote a closed orientable surface of genus g. Recall that r’, the mapping 
class group of Sg, is defined to be the group of path components of the group of 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S,. Baer and Nielsen showed that rg is 
isomorphic to the group Outi(7tlSg) of orientation preserving outer automor- 
phisms of the fundamental group of Sg. Observe that rt =Out+(Z@Z)zSl,(Z) is 
an arithemetic group. In fact all the mapping class groups are closely related to 
arithmetic groups and they enjoy many properties arithmetic groups do. In par- 
ticular, rg has a torsion-free subgroup of finite index and finite cohomological 
dimension (i.e., vcd(r,) < a). This implies that in large dimensions with respect to 
g, H*(F”; Z) has p-torsion if and only if p is a torsion prime for r’. In addition, rg 
is a virtual duality group [8] and therefore H’(T,; Z) is finitely generated for all i, 
and finite for i>vcd(r,). Another remarkable fact is Harer’s stability theorem [9] 
which states that &(r,; Z) is independent of g for g>3k. We put as a notational 
device 
fP(z-)=ffk(rg; z) for gsk. 
In this paper we will construct in a systematic way torsion classes in H*(T), using 
the Chern classes of the canonical representation rg+G12J.Z), induced by the ac- 
tion of r’ on Ht(S,; Z). Some homological torsion for the mapping class group has 
previously been constructed by Charney and Lee in [2], where they consider general 
characteristic classes for certain moduli spaces. 
The following theorem was announced in [7]. 
Main Theorem. The stable cohomology group H4k(r) contains an element of 
order Ezk = den.(&,/2k), the denominator of BZk/2k, where Bzk denotes the 2k-th 
Bernoulli number (B2 = l/6, B4 = I/30, Bs = l/42, . . . , and E2 = 12, E4 = 120, 
Es=252,...). 
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The numbers Ezk, which in [4] are denoted by EQ(2k), grow very rapidly with k 
and involve eventually any prime power infinitely often. This may be seen from the 
well known formula [4] 
Ezk = lcm{ n I2k = 0 mod G(n)) 
where Q, denotes the Euler function. Our torsion elements in H4k(r) are, up to a 
factor two, of the same order as the universal Chern classes c2k in H4k(Gl(.Z); Z) or 
H4k(Sp(Z); Z), and they are therefore best possible in an obvious sense [5]. 
In order to prove the Main Theorem we need results concerning the Chern classes 
of representations of cyclic groups and also about the existence of torsion in r’. 
We get the latter by studying suitable L/nZ-actions on Sg and observing that these 
actions eventually ‘stabilize’ in the sense that they always exist for g large with 
respect to n. This discussion also leads to unstable torsion in H*(T,; Z). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we review results 
about Chern classes of representations of cyclic groups and prove certain special 
properties of these needed later on. In Section 2, we discuss the construction of tor- 
sion in rR by exhibiting effective orientable actions of cyclic groups on S,, using 
techniques of branched covering spaces. In Section 3, we use the results of Sections 
1 and 2 to obtain the torsion in H*(T,; Z) which is related to the cyclic subgroups 
of rg by means of Chern classes of the canonical representation rg+G12,@). The 
use of cyclic subgroups of L” rather than arbitrary finite subgroups has no in- 
fluence on the type of results we prove, as one can see from general properties of 
Chern classes of integral representations [4]. There is an obvious relationship be- 
tween torsion in rg and torsion in H*(T,; Z) in the ‘unstable range’ (i.e., * large 
compared to g) and we construct an upper bound for the order of torsion classes 
in Hk(r’; Z) for k > vcd(r,). In Section 4, we make use of certain cyclic subgroups 
of ZYg which are embedded in a way such that the methods developed in the earlier 
sections provide torsion in the stable range of H*(T,; Z). Our general Theorem 4.4 
is independent of Harer’s stability result; it implies the Main Theorem using the fact 
that Hk(r’; Z) is independent of g for g large compared with k. By applying 
Harer’s precise stability range, we can find for every prime pz 17 a group rg which 
has no element of order p but for which H*(T,; Z) does have p-torsion. This excep- 
tional p-torsion lies of course in degrees below vcd(r’); it is related to p-torsion in 
some r,_,, s>O, via cohomological stability. 
1. Chern classes of representations of cyclic groups 
The basic references for this section are [3] and [4]. Recall that for a complex 
representation ~7 : G +Gl,(C) of the discrete group G the Chern classes 
c;(p) EH~‘(G; Z) are defined as Chern classes of the flat Ck-bundle over K(G, 1) 
classified by By, : K(G, l)+ BGlk(C). 
If A Cc is a subring and rp : G -+ Gl,(id) a representation over A, we will write 
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c;(p) for the i-th Chern class of the associated complex representation G + Gl&l)+ 
Gl,(C). 
Let now G=Z!/nH. It is well known that over Q the group Z/nZ has a unique 
faithful irreducible representation, which we will denote by 
The degree of on is o(n), @ the Euler function; on can be realized by the obvious 
action of Z/nZ on the cyclotomic field Q([,), where &, denotes a primitive n-th 
root of 1, and we refer thus to on as the cyclotomic representation of UnZ. In case 
n =p a prime number, oP is equivalent to the reduced regular representation 
Q[Z/pZ]/Q, and has character 
x,(x) = 
t 
-1, if x+0, 
P- 1, if x=0 
where XE Z/pZ. For a> 1, opa is equivalent to the representation induced from 
the reduced regular representation of Z/pLcZ/p?; this follows, for instance, 
from the fact that there is only one faithful representation of Z/p”Z of degree 
pa-l(p-1) over Q, cf. [3]. 
From the well-known formula for the character of an induced representation (see 
e.g. [14]), we infer 
I 
0, if pxf0, 
X,<AX) = -pa-l, if px=O and x#O, (1.1) 
pa-l(p- l), if x=0 
where XE Z/p”Z. 
If we consider cr,, as a complex representation, it decomposes into a sum of 
l-dimensional representations, (T, - el + e2 + a.. + ,Q~(,,,  the sum being taken over all 
faithful C-irreducible representations of Z/n.Z. Observe that Cl(ej) is a generator of 
H*(Z/nZ; Z) = Z/nZ. The Cartan formula shows therefore that 
Ce(,)((T,)= n Cl(@j)E H2@‘“‘(Z/nZ; Z) 
.i 
has (maximal) order n. 
Let us write kp for the k-fold direct sum of a representation Q (thus &, =/Q$. 
We will need the following property of aPO. 
Proposition 1.2. Let Q : Z/p*Z+Gl,(Q) be a Q-representation. Suppose that in the 
decomposition of Q into Q-irreducible representations aPa occurs with multiplicity 
m, where m is not divisible by p. Then, for every j > 0, 
(c,(pC”)(e))jEH WW)(~/pa~; z) 
has order pa. 
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Proof. If we decompose Q into a sum of l-dimensional complex representations, we see 
that every one-dimensional faithful representation ej (j = 1, . . . , ply- ‘(p - 1)) of Z/p” 
occurs with multiplicity m in Q. The total Chern class C(Q)= 1 +c,(Q) +c,(Q)+ s-3 
thus satisfies 
C(Q) s C( C mej) = C( C Qj)” mod pH*(Z/pa; Z) 
and, since e is defined over Q, we know from [3] that c&) has order strictly 
smaller than pa for llk<paP1(p- 1). 
It follows that 
C(Q) = 1 + mc,(rnI( c ej) + higher terms mod pH*(Z/pa; 77). 
We have already observed that c~(~~,( C Q,) has order pa. Since m is prime to p, 
the assertion follows hence from the well-known ring structure of H*(Z/paZ; 27). 
2. Torsion in the mapping class group 
Let x E rg be of finite order n. If g = 1, one has rg G Sl,(Z) and therefore n I 6; if 
g> 1 it is well known that n 5 84(g- 1) (cf. [6]). The element x can be represented 
by an orientation preserving homeomorphism S,+ Sg with isolated fixed points 
and period n; by abuse of notation we shall also write x for this diffeomorphism. 
The quotient map n : S,-+ S,/(x) is a branched covering of closed orientable sur- 
faces, with branched covering transformation group (x)=Z/nZ. We call rESg a 
ramification point, if I7c-‘(71(r)) 1 <n; the image n(r) E SC of a ramification point r 
is called a branch point, and the integer n/l~~‘(x(r))l is called the order of the 
branch point z(r). According to the Riemann-Hurwitz equation, one has 
&-2=n(2g-2)+n ( ; (1 -l/q) i=l > (2.1) 
if S, + S,/(x) = SE is a branched covering with group Z/nZ and b branch points of 
order (ni, . . . . nb). The existence of torsion elements in Z-” is therefore equivalent to 
the existence of suitable branched covering spaces S, + SE. The precise relationship 
is as follows (see also Harvey [lo]). 
Proposition 2.2. Let n 12 and b 2 0 and suppose given divisors n, , . . . , nb of n such 
that n, > 1 for 1 <i% b. Then, for every gr 0 there exists a (regular) branched 
covering of orientable surfaces S, + SE with (branched) covering transformation 
group Z/nZ and b branch points of orders n, , . . . , nb respectively if and only if 
(i) for every prime power ps dividing some nj there exists an index j + i such 
that ps divides nj, 
(ii) in case m = lcm{ni 1 15 is b} is even, the number of branch points with m/ni 
odd is even, 
(iii) in case g = 0, every prime power dividing n has to divide some ni. 
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Proof. We first show that the conditions (i)-(iii) are necessary. Let rc : Sg + SE be a 
branched covering with (possible empty) set of branch points {Y,, . . . , yb} C Sg and 
group Z/nZ. Then 
S,-n-‘{y, ,...,Yb}-fSg-{Y,,...,Yb} 
is a regular covering, inducing a short exact sequence 
Jr,($-n-,{Y ,,..., Y&+r@g-(Y, V..., Y,$+k/nk. 
We can choose a presentation of rc,(Sg - {Y,, . . . , yb}) of the form 
a,,b ,,...,ag,bg,xl,...,xb ;f), [a;, bilxl ..- xb = 1) 
with /a(xj)l =ni, 1 <is b. Since im(a) is abelian, -a(xJ =a(x, ...ii ...xb) and 
ia( =lcm{ l&l, j#i}, which implies (i). Let m = lcm{ni 1 1 I is b}. Then 
a(xi) ~Z/rnZ~Z/ni2. Let us now assume m even and let s: Z’/mZ+ 2/2Z be 
the unique surjective map. Clearly, sa(xi)=O implies 2ni 1 m and therefore 
sa(x, a.. xb) = 0 implies (ii). The surjectivity of a implies (iii). Conversely, we con- 
struct the desired branched covering as follows. First we consider the case of a prime 
powern=pa>1andweputm=pP=Icm{ni~1rirb};incasem=1wehaveb=O 
and S, + SE is the regular covering space associated with the kernel of a surjection 
rc, (S,J + Z/n77 (note that g> 0 in this case because of (iii)). We will now assume 
m =pP > 1. As before, we write 
and we will construct a surjective homomorphism a : 7c,(SE - ( y,, . . . , yb}) --t Z/r2 
such that a(xJ has order ni for 1 I is b. 
Case p odd: According to (i) there are (at least) two indices i, j with ni = nj =pp, 
say nl = n2 =pB. For 3 <is b we put a(xJ = Wi •Z/p~CiZlp~ where 1 wil =ni. If 
w,+...+w~=w has order py,y<p, we put ax,=w,, Iw,I=pB and 8x2= 
-(ax, + w). If y =p, we put 8(x,) = w and 8(x2) = -2w (note that / -2wl =pB since 
p is odd). Then a(x, ... xb) = 0 and we can extend 8 to a surjective homomorphism 
7r,(Sg- {Y,, ..*, yb})-+Z/nZ (in case g=O, one makes use of (iii)). The kernel of 8 
defines a regular covering Sg - {z,, . . . , z,} -+ SE - { y,, . . . , yb} and, by compactifica- 
tion, we obtain a branched covering Sg +Sg with g determined by the Riemann- 
Hurwitz formula. 
Case p = 2: As before, we assume n, = n2 = 2p and we set a(xi) = wi for is 3 I b, 
where Wi E Z/2 c Z/2O has order ni. Condition (ii) implies that w = w3 + w4 + ... + wb 
has order strictly smaller than 2”, since an even number of Wi’S have (maximal) 
order 28. Let u E .Z/2p be a generator. Then -w - u E Z/2p is also a generator and 
we set a(x,) = u, a(x,) = -w - u, which implies a(x,, . . . , xb) = 0. Thus a can be ex- 
tended to a surjective homomorphism rr, +Z/n and as before we obtain the desired 
branched covering S, + SE. 
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In the case of general n, we proceed as follows. We define a(Xi)E~/nlZ= 
n Z/pa’P’ by prescribing its p-primary components a(~,), E Z/J@). This is done by 
only using the p-primary parts ni(ltl) of the n;‘s and then proceeding as before (if 
nj(p)= 1 we put, Of course, a(Xi)p=O). 
By means of (2.2) we obtain self maps Sg -+S,, given by (branched) covering 
transformations. Such maps do always represent non-trivial elements in rg, if 
g> 1, as one can see by the following classical result. 
Lemma 2.3. let Sg + Sg be a (branched) covering with g> 1 and let T : Sg + Sg be a 
covering transformation of period n. Then T represents an element of order n in 
G 
Proof. We choose a complex structure in SE and we equip Sg with the induced com- 
plex structure such that S, *SE is a holomorphic map. Then T: Sg+Sg is a 
holomorphic automorphism. The whole group of holomorphic automorphisms 
Aut(S,) is finite for g> 1 and it is a classical result [6] that Aut(S,) is faithfully 
represented in H,(S,; Z). Hence Aut(S,) maps injectively to rg and the result 
follows. 
3. Unstable torsion 
We will construct in this section torsion classes in H*(T,; Z) related to cyclic 
subgroups Z/nZCr’. The term unstable is used here to indicate that we are in- 
terested in choosing g small compared with n; the resulting torsion in H*(T,; Z) is 
then in general outside the stable range as determined by Harer [9]. We define 
g(n)=min{g>OJZ/nZCr,}. 
Since r, G Sl,(Z), we have g(2) = g(3) = g(4) = g(6) = 1, and g(n) > 1 for n = 5 or n > 6. 
A general formula for g(n) may be found in [lo]. It is easy to compute g(n) for any 
particular n, using (2.2) and (2.3), in conjunction with the Riemann-Hurwitz equa- 
tion associated to the cyclic branched covering Sgcn,-+Sg: 
2g(n)-2=n(2g-2)+n i (1- l/ni). (3.1) 
i= I 
One has to choose gr 0, b 2 0 and divisors nl, . . . , nb of n in accordance to (2.2) in 
a way that the right hand side of (3.1) assumes a minimal value > 1 (we may restrict 
to the cases n = 5 or n > 6 for which g(n) > 1). 
For n=pa a prime power, one finds the following simple formula for g(n). 
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a prime and a1 1 an integer. Suppose that pa> 2. Then 
g(Pa)=3@(Pa) 
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where I$ denotes Euler’s function. 
Proof. We have already observed that g(3) = g(4) = 1. It suffices therefore to con- 
sider the case pa >4 and thus g(p”) > 1. The equation (3.1) then assumes the form 
g(p*)=p*(g- l)++ 
( 
bps- ; pa-a’ 
> 
1 
i= 
where, in g = ai = for at two indices. right hand therefore 
assumes minimal value 1 for = 0, = 3, = cr2 a, a3 1 (note cr> 1 
case p 2 and 2.2(ii) is We obtain 2g(pa) =pa = @(pa). 
will also useful to which of L”‘s contain of order The 
only primes which in l-i Sl,(Z) are and 3. g > the following 
Lemma 3.3. g > Then F” an element of prime order p if and only if 
g is of the form 
g=up+v(p-1)/2 
where (u,v)~ZxX, ULO, 112-2 and v#-1. 
Proof. If g> 1, then rg contains an element of order p if and only if there exists 
a cyclic (branched) covering S, -*SE of order p. For such a covering (2.1) reduces 
to 2g-2=p(2g-2)+pb-6, or, g=gp+(b-2)(p-1)/2. We put now u=g and 
v = b - 2, hence ~20, 01-2. Since b = 1 is impossible by 2.2(i), we must have 
v # - 1; the integrality of g ensures that b is even in case p = 2, in accordance with 
2.2(ii). The equation g = up + v(p - 1)/2 with g> 1 as above permits us therefore to 
construct a covering transformation T: Sg +Sg which, by (2.3), represents an 
element of order p in rg. 
It is obvious from (3.3) that although Z/nZCTgc,,, in general Z/nZiQT,(,,+k for 
k > 0. However, as well see in the next section Z/n12 C rgcnj+ k for k large. There are 
therefore only finitely many ‘gaps’ with Z/nZCL”C,,+k. 
Table 1 is a complete list of gaps for small values of n. It is an exercise, using 
(2.2) and (2.3). 
The following large gap index will be used in Section 4. 
Corollary 3.4. Supposep is a prime 2 5 and let K(P) =p(p - 3)/2 - (p - 1)/2. Then 
r KcPj contains no p-torsion. 
Proof. Suppose rKcpj has p-torsion. Then K(P) = up+ v(p - 1)/2 for some ur0, 
v 2 -2, v # - 1 according to (3.3). Reducing mod (p - 1)/2 this implies K(P) = u. On 
the other hand 
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Table 1 
n k?(n) g>g(n) with I/niZC& 
54 1 
5 2 
6 I 
7 3 
8 2 
9 3 
10 2 
11 5 
12 3 
13 6 
14 3 
15 4 
16 4 
17 8 
18 4 
none 
3 
none 
4,5,11 
none 
5 
3 
6,7,8,9, 13, 14, 17,18,19,24,28,29,39 
none 
7,8,9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17,20,21,22,23,‘28,29,34,35,41,46,47,59 
4,5, 11 
none 
5,9 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19,20,21,22,23,26,27,28,29,30,31,36,37,38,39,43,44, 
45,46,47,53,54,55,60,61,62,63,70,71,77,78,79,87,94,95, 111 
5 
K(P)=P(P--3)/2-(p-1)/2=-lrnod(p-1)/2 
and therefore 1.4 =s(p - 1)/2 - 1 for some s > 0; s> 1 would produce a value for K(P) 
which is too big, since u L -2. Hence u = (p - 3)/2, which implies u = - 1, a value 
which is not admissible. Therefore J;c(,_,) contains no p-torsion. 
There is an obvious relationship between torsion in rg and torsion in H*(T,; Z). 
This stems from the classical fact that r, contains a torsion-free subgroup of finite 
index and finite cohomological dimension (= vcd(r,)). Of course, vcd(rt) = 1 since 
Sl,(Z) contains a free subgroup of finite index; for g> 1 it is known that 
vcd(&) = 4g - 5 (cf. [S]). The following is a well known property of virtually tor- 
sion free groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension (cf. [l]). 
Lemma 3.5. Let p be a prime and gr 1. Then rg contains an element of order p if 
and only if there exists a k > vcd(r,) such that Hk(r,; Z) contains an element of 
order p. 
The torsion in Hk(r’,; Z) in the range k >vcd(r’)~4g - 5 lies above the stable 
range (which is the range g > 3k). One can give a bound for this ‘unstable torsion’ 
as follows. Let G denote an arbitrary group of finite virtual cohomological dimen- 
sion vcd(G). Put 
d(G) = gcd{ [G : A] where A c G runs over all torsion- 
free subgroups of finite index}. 
By a transfer argument (cf. [l]) one infers 
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d(G@(G; Z) = 0 if k > vcd(G). 
Since there is a map 0: I”+Gl@) with torsion-free kernel, every torsion-free 
subgroup /1 cGl,,(Z) of finite index gives rise to a torsion-free subgroup 
8-l (4) c r,, and [r, : O-’ (A)] divides [Cl,,(Z) : A]. Hence 
d(T,) I w%,m. 
It is a classical result of Minkowski’s (cf. [ll] and 1121) that 
d(Gl~g(Z)) K 4E2j 
j=l 
where E2j = den.(&j/2j) as in the Introduction. We have thus proved the following. 
Proposition 3.6. Let XE Hk(Tg; Z) with k>vcd(r,). Then 
x=O. 
Although this bound is in general very crude, it is interesting to notice that it in- 
volves the same numbers (the E2j’S) which actually occur as orders of torsion 
classes in the cohomology of the mapping class groups (cf. Section 4). 
We wil now construct in an explicit way torsion in H*(T’,; Z) which comes from 
torsion in r,. Let 
I9 : r, --f Gl,,(Z) 
be the representation given by the action of r’ on H,(S,; Z) zZ2g. If Z/nZcT,, we 
shall write 
8, : L/nZ --f Gl,,(Q) (3.7) 
for 0 considered as a Q-representation and restricted to Z/r& Recall that the Chern 
classes ~~(0) E HZi(rg; Z) are of finite order dividing 2Ei, where for i even Ej equals 
the denominator of Bi/i, Bi the i-th Bernoulli number (we use the convention 
B2 = l/6, B4 = l/30, . . . ). If one is able to determine the order of the Chern class 
~~(0,) E H2’(Z/nZ; Z), then one obtains a lower bound for the order of the torsion 
class c(8) E H2’(r * Z). 
The’character i: of 19, can easily be computed from the Lefschetz-Hopf trace 
formula. If x E Z/nZ c rg is represented by an orientation preserving periodic dif- 
feomorphism x : S, --, Sg , the alternating sum of traces 
C (- l)‘tr(x* : HjSg -+ His,) = 2 - tr(x* : H, S, -+ HI S,) 
equals FP(x), the number of fixed points of x: S,+S,, if we assume x#Id. The 
character x,, of 8, is therefore given by 
x,(x)=2-FP(x), x~i?/nZ, x#Id. (3.8) 
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We can now prove the following 
Theorem 3.9. Let pa > 2 be a prime power. Then the Chern class 
c$+l(p”)(e) E ff2@@Vg(p$ a 
is a torsion class such that all powers (c Gcpn,(0))J, jz 1, have order a multiple of 
Pa, 
Proof. As argued in the proof of (3.2), there is a subgroup Z/pazCr’(,aj, 
g(p”)=@(pa)/2, such that the associated branched covering has three branch 
points y,, y2, y3 E S2 of orders pa, pa and p respectively. We will show that the Q- 
representation epa : Z/p”Z 4 G1,C,+Q) associated with Z/p*?? CI”(,.) is equivalent 
to the cyclotomic representation opD considered in Section 1. Let XE L/paZCT’(p~J 
with xf Id and write also x: Sg,p~j-+Sgtpflj for the corresponding covering trans- 
formation. If xP#Id (thus a> 1) we have FP(x) = 2, since rr-‘(y,) and n-‘(y,) will 
be the only fixed points of x. Hence, by (3.8), 
x,~(x) = 0 if xp # Id 
where xpC denotes the character of epa as before. if xp= Id but x#Id, then x fixes 
the set {C’(y,), n-i(y& 7C’(y3)} C$,(,nj, which consists of 2+pap1 points. Thus 
&m(X) = -pap ’ if xP=Id but x#Id. 
The degree of epU is 2g(p”)=@(pa) and therefore the Q-representations Qpe and 
oDy are equivalent, since they have the same characters (for the character of opU 
see (1.1)). The cohomological restriction of ceCp~)(B) to H2@“pu’(Z/p”Z; Z), induc- 
ed by the inclusion .Z/paiZ~f”~pU~, is c+,~,~~(B,~) = c~~~~,(o~~) and the theorem 
follows therefore from (1.2). 
Remark 3.10. We note for later use that for p=2 the construction in the proof of 
(3.9) provides for n = 2p > 2 a branched covering 
s2w+s 
2 
with group Z/2p and branch point of orders 24242 such that the associated 
representation 
ezD : z/2h + Gl,~m I (Q) 
is equivalent to the cyclotomic representation ozp. 
4. Stable torsion 
The goal of this section is to prove the Main Theorem stated in the Introduction. 
This is done by exhibiting suitable subgroups Z/nZCr,, which will permit us to 
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analyse the Chern classes of the natural representation 
8 : rg + Gl,,(Z). 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose g> (2~t)~. Then the following holds. 
(i) r’ contains an element of order n. 
(ii) If p is an odd prime and if Z/p”Z c Z/nZ denotes the p-torsion subgroup, 
then there exists an embedding Z/~ZCT, such that the Q-representation era 
associated with Z/p*Z c Z/nZ c rg involves the cyclotomic representation uPa with 
multiplicity prime to p. 
(iii) Suppose n = 2” with p L 2. Then there exists an embedding Z/2pZ c r, such 
that &I involves u28 with odd multiplicity. 
Proof. We start by writing 2g in the form 2cn-2d with O<d<n. Thus c>2n and 
2g=2(c-d)n + 2d(n - 1). From (2.2) we infer that there is a branched covering 
S, + S,,_ dj with 2d + 2 branch points, each one of order n, and covering transfor- 
mation group n/nZ. Since every non-trivial covering transformation on S, has 
precisely 2d + 2 fixed points, the Lefschetz-Hopf trace formula (3.8) implies that the 
action of the covering transformation group on H, (S,) = Z2g has character x given 
by 
x(T) = -2d, if T+Id. 
On the other hand, the characters xreg (xred) of the regular (reduced regular) 
representation of nhn are 
Xreg (4 = 0 if x#Id, xres(W = n, 
x&x) = -1 if x#Id, xred(Id) = n - 1. 
Hence x = 2(c - d)xreg + 2dxred. In particular, x is faithful and the class of a 
generator of the covering transformation group represents an element of order 
n in r’ (this follows too from 2.3); we write Z/nCr” for the corresponding sub- 
group. Let p be any prime and Z/p’lCZ/nCr, the p-torsion subgroup of Z/r& 
As before, we write 0,. for the associated representation Z/p”Z-+Gl,,(Q). The 
cyclotomic representation 0~0 occurs in the restriction of the regular (reduced 
regular) Q-representation of nhn to n/pancn/nn with multiplicity n/pa, which 
is prime to p. Thus, the multiplicity of oPa in 0,~ is (2(c- d) + 2d)n/pa = 2cq, with 
q prime to p. We consider now the case p odd. If c is already prime to p the multi- 
plicity of aPa in eP o is prime to p and we are done. If p divides c, we rewrite 
2g=2(c-d)n+2d(n- 1) in the form 2g=2((c-d)-(n-l))n+(2d+2n)(n- I), 
noting that c-d-(n-l)>0 since c>2n and Old<n. As before, we obtain 
Z/p9 c nhn c rg associated to the n-fold branched covering S, + S,,_ d_ (n _ i)), 
and the multiplicity of aPa in t9,. is now 
(2((c - d) - (n - 1)) + (2d + 2n))n/pa = (2c + 2)q, 
which is prime to p. 
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For (iii) we put n=28, p22. Let h=g-28-2>228+1. We can write h= 
2(c - d)2a + 2d(2P - 1) with c - d > 0 and 0 Ed< 2p. Hence, as it the case p odd, we 
obtain a branched covering Sh -+S(c_d) with group Z/28i7 cr, for which rs2p 
occurs with even multiplicity (of the form 2cq) in &,D. On the other hand, there is, 
according to (3. lo), a branched covering S,P z -+S2 with group Z/2pZ for which 
the induced representation on H,(S2~-z; Q) is equivalent to 02p. Choosing a fixed 
point in Sh and S2/1-2 for the Z/26Z-action, we can form the equivariant connected 
sum S, = Sh # S28-2, which carries a Z/262 action such that 028 has odd multiplicity 
in 82~, as we see from the Z/28Z-equivariant decomposition 
H,(S,) = HI(&) OH,&-2). 
Therefore, the so constructed subgroup Z/2%cr’ has the desired property. 
Corollary 4.2. Let p be a prime and suppose g>(2~~)~. 
(i) If p is odd, then for every ks: 1 
P@(PO)(rg; Z) 
contains an element of order pa. 
(ii) If p = 2 and (Y > 1, then for every k 2 1 
P”@“)(r,; 77) = H2”k(rg; Z) 
contains an element of order 2’. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (I .2) in conjunction with (4.1) (ii) and 
(iii) respectively. 
Remark 4.3. Statement (ii) of (4.2) is false for (x = 1 = k : H2(rg; Z) is torsion-free 
for g23 (cf. [13]). 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose g>(8m)2. Then H4”(rg; 77) contains an element of order 
E2m = den.(B2, /2m). 
Proof. It is well known that pB divides E2, if and only if 2m = 0 mod @(pP) (cf. 
[3]). Suppose now that pa denotes the highest power of p dividing E,,,,; then 
4m =2k@(pa) =2kpa- ‘(p- 1) for some k, and therefore 4mzpa, which implies 
(8m)2 L (2~~)~. Since we assume g > (Sm)2, we conclude by (4.2) that H4m(I”; Z) 
contains an element of order pa. Since p was an arbitrary prime, it follows that 
H4”(rg; Z) contains an element of order E2m. 
According to [9], Hj(r’; Z) is independent of g for g> 3j. By choosing g suffi- 
ciently large we see that (4.4) implies that H4”(r) always contains an element of 
Torsion in the mapping class group and its cohomology 189 
order E2,,,, which completes the proof of the Main Theorem. 
As a consequence of the Main Theorem and the discussion of the torsion gaps for 
the r”s in Section 3, it is now possible to produce examples such that H*(T,; Z) 
has p-torsion but rg does not. 
Corollary 4.5. Let pz 17 be a prime and let K(P) =p(p - 3)/2 - (p - 1)/2. Then 
r KCPj has no p-torsion but H2(p-‘)(rKCPj; Z) contains an element of order p. 
Proof. According to (3.4), I& has no p-torsion. Since 3 .2(p - 1) <K(P), we infer 
H2(p- l)(&; Z) = H 2(p-‘)(r) and since p divides EP_ r , we conclude that 
#P- ‘)(T ,+); Z) contains an element of order p. 
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